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Muse plan choreographed live
show as they move away from
tech concerts 
Muse are planning a “choreographed” world tour rather than focusing on technology. The

band will be taking their ‘Simulation Theory’ album on a run of stadium shows in 2019, and
frontman Matt Bellamy has revealed the performances will be a departure from their famous

theatrical and technically ambitious concerts. He explained to the BBC: “I think I am interested now
in making the show involve a lot of additional people. It won’t be dance routines - but choreographed
theatrics of some kind. “We’ve done a lot with technology - the screens and drones and so on - but
I think it is time for us to do something that involves people and get a cast together that brings our
songs to life with people performing.” Matt’s ambition comes after he revealed last month that his
won inspirations have changed over the years. He recently said: “It used to be Rage Against The
Machine in terms of energy at certain points in our show. But also U2 in terms of their ability to
make large spaces intimate and emotional for the people in the back. “I’m not really sure where to
look now. Recently things that stood out would be David Byrne’s show that he did and also Sia who
I think is very good with making the stage look very minimal, stripped down.” Next summer, the
band will bring their new show to the London Stadium at Olympic Park on June 1, Ashton Gate in
Bristol on June 5 and then bringing the run to a close at the Manchester Arena three nights later.

Matty Healy admits there is “rampant misogyny” within
rock music. The 1975 frontman had come under fire
for recent comments in which he hit out at hip hop

and “Soundcloud rap” while he was quoted as saying the same
kind of sexism “doesn’t happen in rock and roll anymore”.
However, he has now taking to Twitter and said: “Just to clarify
I said that misogyny wasn’t ALLOWED in rock and roll now
days in a way it is in hip hop - not that it doesn’t exist, that’s
maybe a misquote as I’m aware of the misogyny in rocknroll.
“I would never deny the RAMPANT misogyny that exists in
Rock n Roll. It’s everywhere and has been a weirdly accepted
part of it since it’s inception. “BUT now looking at what I said
- I was simplifying a complex issue without the right amount
of education on the subject. (sic)” The 29-year-old musician
defended his ignorance while pointed out he does “actively”
work to “support women” but admitted he is still uninformed
in some areas. He continued: “Think cos I’m so actively trying
to support women (not a brag but with the record label etc) I
kinda forget that im not very educated on feminism and mi-
sogyny and I cant just ‘figure stuff out’ in public and end up
trivialising the complexities of such enormous, experienced is-
sues. “So basically, I’m sorry for saying that as I was wrong.
And thanks for pointing out cos if I’m gonna do this I have to
keep learning... “Just to clarify I’m not apologizing for saying
‘rock music is void of misogyny’. I didn’t say that. Any body
who says that is not only thick as they most probably don’t
have physical eyes. It’s the stupidest thing I’ve ever heard. (sic)”

Matty Healy: There is rampant
misogyny in rock music Morrissey has announced plans for a covers album. The former

Smiths frontman had confirmed he will be releasing a collection
- titled ‘California Son’ - featuring tracks by the likes of Roy

Orbison, Bob Dylan and Joni Mitchell. The tracklist for the record was
unveiled by the singer on his official website late on Wednesday and the
LP has been produced by frequent collaborator Joe Chiccarelli. BMG
will release the LP, although Morrissey didn’t reveal a date fans can ex-
pect to be able to listen to the 12 tracks. As well as Dylan’s ‘Only A Pawn
In Their Game’ and ‘It’s Over by Orbison’, the 59-year-old star has also
taken on tracks by Laura Nyro (‘Wedding Bell Blues’), Carly Simon
(When You Close Your Eyes’) and Dionne Warwick (‘Loneliness Re-
members What Happiness Forgets’). The announcement comes just
weeks after Morrissey was mobbed by fans in San Diego, forcing him
to cut his concert short when members of the audience swarmed the
stage. His manager Peter Katsis has hit back at claims Morrissey was
under threat or that any of his passionate fans tried to physically assault
him. In a statement on Facebook, he said: “Nobody tried to punch M
last night. Morrissey’s fans are not malicious. “The fans were simply
doing what they have been doing for almost 30 years. Trying anything
they could do to jump onstage and touch him, or hug him.” While Peter
admitted one fan went further than the others, he played down the in-
cident and praised security for how they handled everything. 
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Justin Timberlake has postponed the remainder of his December tour
dates due to bruised vocal cords.  The 37-year-old singer took to In-
stagram to reveal doctors have instructed him to keep resting his voice

to enable his vocal cords to properly heal, meaning he is not able to sing
until next month.  He wrote: “Hey guys, I’m sure you have heard that I’ve
had to postpone several tour dates due to bruised vocal cords. My vocal
cords are healing, but they are not all the way back to normal, so my doc-
tors want me to continue to rest my voice. They have asked me to hold off
on singing until next month. I’m really sorry, I want to be back on the stage
and I am doing all I can to get there quickly. Thank you for understand-
ing-I see all of your posts and I appreciate the support and the love. I look
forward to coming back stronger than I was before. More to come on the
rescheduled dates. (sic)” The ‘Cry Me a River’ hitmaker had eight remain-
ing dates scheduled for December, and he is due to return to his tour after
Christmas on January 4th in Washington.  Last week, Justin was forced to
temporarily shelve his Los Angeles show at the Staples Center due to the
vocal cord issue. He also previously postponed several dates including his
planned October 24 show at Madison Square Garden in New York, his
October 28 gig in Buffalo, and two performances in Tacoma slated for
November 12 and 13.  After Justin’s first string of dates were postponed,
he wrote on Twitter: “Hey guys, I’m sorry to announce I have to postpone
the show at MSG tonight on doctor’s orders. “My vocal cords are severely
bruised. I’m gonna make this up to you and the new show will be on my
birthday, January 31. “More info to come. Again I’m so sorry to do this,
but excited to see you soon. Love, J (sic)”
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